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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A=[a0a1 } } } ] be a sequence of nonnegative integers and write
S(n)=*[(i, j): ai+ajn]. (1.1)
A theorem of Erdo s and Fuchs [1] asserts that S(n) cannot behave very
regularly, namely
S(n)=cn+o(n14(log n)&12)
with c>0 is impossible. Jurkat (seemingly unpublished), and later
Montgomery and Vaughan [3] improved this theorem to
S(n){cn+o(n14). (1.2)
Vaughan asked whether a further improvement is possible, or in other
words, whether there is a sequence such that
S(n)=cn+O(n14+=).
We show the existence of such a sequence.
Theorem. There exists a sequence A of integers such that the function
S(n) defined by (1.1) satisfies
S(n)=cn+O(n14 log n). (1.3)
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2. PROOF
We will need the following Bernstein-type inequality of Hoefding
[2, Theorem 2].
Lemma. Let !1 , ..., !k be independent bounded real random variables,
ai!ibi and
: (bi&ai)2D2.
Write ’= !i . For every y we have
P(’&E’ yD)exp(&2y2). (2.1)
Proof of the theorem. Let :i , i=0, 1, 2, ... be independent random
variables such that :i is uniformly distributed in the interval [i, i+1]. We
will put
ai=[:2i ] (2.2)
and show that with probability 1 this sequence satisfies (1.3).
Fix an integer n and define
$ij={10
if :2i +:
2
j n,
if :2i +:
2
j >n
(2.3)
and
_=_n=: $ij=*[(i, j): :2i +:2j n].
Let dij denote the area of the intersection of the disk x2+ y2n with the
square [i, i+1]_[ j, j+1]. We have obviously
: dij=
?
4
n.
Hence
_&
?
4
n=: ($ij&dij). (2.4)
Further,
$ij=dij={10
if (i+1)2+( j+1)2n,
if i 2+ j 2n,
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and we have nondegenerate variables only in the case
i 2+ j 2<n<(i+1)2+( j+1)2. (2.5)
Define
I=[(i, j): 0i< j, i 2+ j 2<n<(i+1)2+( j+1)2].
Thus if (i, j) satisfies (2.5), then either (i, j) # I or ( j, i) # I, except when
i= j. The latter happens for at most one value, the one for which
2i 2<n<2(i+1)2 if n2 is not a square. Hence we can rewrite (2.4) as
_&
?
4
n=2 :
(i, j) # I
($ij&dij)+O(1)=2{+O(1). (2.6)
If i{ j, then the vector variable (:i , :j) has a uniform distribution on the
square; hence
E($ij)=dij ,
and so E{=0.
The variables $ij are not independent; first we decompose { to a sum of
independent variables.
If (i, j) # I, then
j 2<n< j 2+( j+1)2. (2.7)
Let k and k$ denote the minimal and maximal value of j satisfying (2.7),
respectively. We have kt- n2 and k$t- n. Observe that the maximal
value of i is less than k. Indeed, if (i, j) # I, then
i 2+(i+1)2i 2+ j 2<n;
thus ik&1.
For each j # [k, k$] let Ij be the set of those numbers i for which (i, j) # I,
that is,
Ij=[i: i 2<n& j 2, (i+1)2>n&( j+1)2, i< j].
Ij is an interval. With
;j= :
i # Ij
($ij&dij)
we have
{= :
k$
j=k
;j .
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Now for l=0 or 1 write
{l= :
j#l (mod 2)
;j ,
so that {={0+{1 .
We show that each {l is a sum of independent ;j’s. To this end we show
that for j#l (mod 2) the variables ;j depend on disjoint sets of :i’s. Since
;j depends on [:i : i # Ij _ [ j]], we have to show that
(Ij _ [ j]) & (Ij $ _ [ j $])=<
for j{ j $, j# j $ (mod 2). Since Ij , Ij $/[0, k&1] and j, j $k, we need only
to prove that Ij & Ij $=<.
We may assume that j< j $, hence j $ j+2. If i # Ij , then
n<(i+1)2+( j+1)2, while if i # Ij $ , then
i 2+( j+2)2i 2+ j $2<n.
If a number i satisfied both, then by comparing the two inequalities we
would obtain 2j+3<2i+1, in contradiction with the assumption i< j.
To apply the lemma we need to find bounds for the variables ;j . Clearly
max ;j&min ;j|Ij |, thus we can put
D2=: |Ij | 2.
By the definition of Ij we see that
Ij/(- n&( j+1)2, - n& j 2);
thus
|Ij |1+- n& j 2&- n&( j+1)2,
except in the case j=k$ when ( j+1)2n and we have instead
Ij/[0, - n& j 2), |Ij |1+- n& j 2.
Recall that k$ is the largest integer with k$2<n, that is, k$=[- n&1].
Hence we have
|Ik$ |1+- n&k$21+- 2k$+12 - k$.
For j<k$ we write j=k$&r, 1rk$&k. Then we have
n& j 2k$2&(k$&r)2=r(2k$&r)k$r,
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and, consequently,
- n& j 2&- n&( j+1)2=
2j+1
- n& j 2+- n&( j+1)2

2j+1
- n& j 2

2j+1
- k$r
2 - k$r.
Hence
|Ij |1+2 - k$r.
Thus we obtain that
D24k$+ :
k$&k
r=1
(1+2 - k$r)2C - n log n
with a suitable absolute constant C.
We apply the lemma with y=3 - log n and
D=n14 - C log n
to the variables ;j , j even, then to ;j with j odd, then again to &;j . The
resulting inequalities yield
P( |{|>C1n14 log n)4 exp(&y24)4n&2
with C1=3 - C. By (2.6) this means
P \}_n&?4 n }>C2n14 log n+4 exp(&y24)4n&2
with any C2>2C1 for large n. Since the sum of these probabilities is con-
vergent, by the BorelCantelli lemma with probability 1 only a finite num-
ber of these events happen, and then with probability 1 we have
_n=
?
4
n+O(n14 log n). (2.8)
Finally, if we define ai by (2.2), then we have
:2i +:
2
j &2<ai+aj:
2
i +:
2
j ;
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thus
_n+2S(n)_n
and (2.8) implies (1.3).
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The lower and upper estimates (1.2) and (1.3) differ by a factor of log n.
This comes from two sources. One is that the variables $ij are not inde-
pendent; if they were, we could save a factor - log n. Next, to apply
BorelCantelli we need a convergent series, and this happens if we draw
the limit around - log n times the variance. It can be observed that in
Montgomery and Vaughan’s proof of (1.2) actually certain means of
S(n)&cn are estimated. It is likely that these means are of a smaller order
of magnitude in our example that the maximal deviation.
It seems difficult to construct a concrete example. The squares may
provide an example, but a proof of this (the famous circle problem) is
unlikely to appear soon.
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